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Misuse of the Japanese National Budget makes miserable children.
Japanese Government must ensure immediate implementation of the CCPR 
Article 23-1 & 4

Nowadays, kidnapping of biological children is rampant in Japan, and the number of 
unfortunate children who suffer poverty, develop “single-parent alienation syndrome” or 
are killed by their stepfathers or stepmothers after their parents' divorce.
　Support groups for women and feminist groups play a role in this divorce, and they 
receive state funding under the guise of 'supporting women'.
　If that budget were spent on women and children who really need it, these problems 
would not arise.

 However, the state budget used for this has created a huge interest structure, and 
organizations that are supposed to protect children and women are complicit in 
increasing the number of victims. This is considered a complete conflict of interest.
　Using government funds as a source of support, women's support groups and feminist 
groups incite couples to divorce on one side or the other and abet false Domestic 
Violence (here after DV) and child abduction. They force couples to divorce, destroying 
families and making children unhappy.
　In short, the Japanese Government's mismanagement of the budget results in 



children's unhappiness.　
　We therefore request the CCPR to issue recommendations to the Japanese 
Government to immediately stop the wrong use of the budget, use the budget in the 
right way to eliminate the unhappy child created by the state budget.

　We understand that the budget of the Japanese government is to be used for the well-
being and peace of the Japanese people. However, the government's budget is being 
used without detailed screening by women's support NPOs, radical feminist groups, and 
groups with specific political agendas, whose actual status is unclear.
  As a result, families that were never meant to be broken up are being destroyed, and 
the number of children who are not able to receive the selfless love they should be 
receiving from their parents continues to increase in Japan.

Reference materials: [Organizations with same physical address and room at 
"Maison d'Or 302, 35-28 Hongo 1-chome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo" involved in the child 
kidnapping business]

(Organization #1) 
Japan Christian Women's Kyofukai Public Interest Incorporated Foundation

・Address: Maison d'Or 302, 1-35-28 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
・Representatives: Keiko OTSU, Yayori MATSUI, Ritsuko SHOJI
・Year of incorporation: June 14, 1923
・Purpose, etc. (from the corporate registry): To support women and children, and 
contribute to the promotion of welfare in society as a whole

(1) Lectures and policy proposals that contribute to improving the human rights of 
women and children
(2) Providing shelters
(3) Business to achieve the purpose of the corporation.
 The organization works on the “Comfort Women issue”, the “Yasukuni Shrine issue”, 
the “Post-war compensation issue”, the “Emperor system issue”, and “gender freedom.”
Operates DV Shelter “Women's Home HELP” and “Kyofukai Step House.”

Main Activities: “Military comfort women” issue, Welfare projects for women and 
children by providing shelters, Women's House HELP protects the homeless and victims 
of domestic violence. More than 20% are foreign nationals.



※These political issues are mostly created and disseminate by the foreigners living 
in Japan having ancestor in Korean Peninsula or Mainland China or their spouse 
are from those nations who want to denigrate Japan by exploiting United Nations 
Human Rights bodies.

(Organization #2)
Non-profit organization ”Zenkoku Jyosei Shelter Net”　(National Women's Shelter 
Net)

・Address: Maison d'Or 302, 1-35-28 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
・Representative: Keiko OTSU, Keiko KONDO
・Year of incorporation: August 8, 2005
・Purpose, etc. (from the corporate registry): Established in 1998. Aims to eradicate 
"violence against women" through collaboration and cooperation among "run-in 
shelters" throughout Japan.

(1) Promote shelter support activities
(2) Networking with related organizations 
(3) Eradication of violence against women

Main activities: Operation of 108 domestic violence shelters nationwide; formation of 
a gender-equal society

※DV shelters are necessary to protect women from violence however the 
organization is in conflict of profit. To have more victim in the organizations bring 
them profit. Therefore, they are urging couples to divorce by claiming domestic 
violence by educating so called victims that victims can get financial government 
supports and housing support and so on. This resulting child kidnapping by wife 
and is producing the miserable and unfortunate children.

(Organization #3) 
NPO Feminist Counseling Tokyo

・Address: Maison d'Or 302, 1-35-28 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
・Corporate number: 0111-05-006973
・Representative: Kiyomi KAWANO
・Established year: November 4, 2003
・Purpose, etc. (From corporate registry): To create a society where all women can live 
safely and healthily



(Organization #4) 
Nationwide support network for sexual minorities to create an inclusive society

・Address: Maison d'Or 302, 1-35-28 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
・Representatives: Minako HARA, Kazuki OHGA
・Year of incorporation: September 24, 2012
・Purpose, etc. (from corporate registry): To put into words the difficulty of living for 
sexual minorities, and to seek appropriate responses from governments, companies, 
schools, and other institutions to realize an inclusive society.

(1) Add the perspective of sexual minorities to national policies.
(2) Support projects for sexual minorities.
(3) Education and enlightenment projects for sexual minorities.
(4) Formation of a gender equal society.
(6) Forming a network to promote cooperation with related organizations.
・Main activities: LGBT support activities, formation of a gender-equal society.

(Organization #5) 
Association to walk with Kaori Sato (Mameneko Office)

・Address: Maison d'Or 302, 1-35-28 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
・Representatives: Kaori SATO, former member of the House of Representatives 
(Constitutional Democratic Party)
・Purpose, etc. (from the corporate registry): Training support (advocates) involved in 
supporting DV victims. The website of the "Mameneko office" has an article protesting 
the unfair detention of Hiroji YAMASHIRO, the leader of the Anti-Okinawa United 
States military base movement who committed serial crimes and arrested during his 
Anti-base movement in Okinawa.

・Main activity: Training supporters (advocates) involved in supporting DV victims.

(Organization #6)
 Independent Living Support Center Moyai

・Address: Maison d'Or 302, 1-35-28 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
・Representatives: Makoto YUASA, Ren ONISHI
・Established year: April 1, 2003

・Purpose, etc. (from the corporate registry): To contribute support to those who are in 



economic poverty and isolation due to factors such as disasters, unemployment, illness, 
and family problems.
  (1) Assistance for homeless people and support for moving into apartments.
  (2) Accompaniment support and provision of daily necessities when applying for 
public assistance.
  (3) Dissemination of information through websites, journals, lectures at schools, public 
relations, and enlightenment.

・Main activities: Supporting the homeless and making them receive public assistance.
※Makoto Yuasa is General Secretary of the Metropolitan Youth Union, far-left 
organization.

(Organization #7) 
Anti-Poverty Network

・Address: Maison d'Or 302, 1-35-28 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
・Representatives: Kenji UTSUNOMIYA, Chieko AKAISHI, Makoto YUASA

・Purpose, etc. (from the corporate registry): The first network in Japan to address a 
wide range of poverty issues. Established in October 2007 with the aim of socially and 
politically resolving poverty issues through the gathering of various civic groups, labor 
unions, lawyers, and scholars who work on poverty issues. The name of the 
Metropolitan Migrant Workers' Union is on the flyer for the Anti-Poverty Festa 2008. 
(An organization that submitted a statement to the ILO regarding forced labor even at 
the Sado Gold Mine, which the Japanese government recommended to UNESCO as a 
World Heritage site.)

・Main activities: Supporting homeless people and making them receive public 
assistance. Makoto Yuasa, who runs the shelter, is the general secretary of the 
Metropolitan Youth Union.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------

・Actual situation of listed organizations

When we physically visited to Maison d'Or located in 1-35-28 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, 
Tokyo, there was no nameplate on the ground floor nor on the building itself. We went 
up to the officially registered room on the 3rd floor, there was a nameplate showing 
"Office Purple."  Also, there are more nameplate reads: 
・NPO Feminist Counseling Tokyo 
・National Network for Supporting Sexual Minorities to Create an Inclusive Society 



・Project Purple 
・Mame-Neko Office. 　
There is no nameplate on the address of the “NPO National Women's Shelter Net” 
which is registered and listed on the Cabinet Office website, it is doubtful whether it 
actually exists or not.

The fact that the address of the organization that instructs administrative counselors on 
the procedures and arrangements for women's counseling and the address of the 
organization that accepts women (such as shelters) has been the same for 10 years is a 
loophole in the administrative system. It is an act of conflict of interest that can be used 
to create victims of DV and operate a DV shelter that protects the victims. This shows 
the fact that women's support business is becoming a concession.
For example, in another words, it is problematic for the government to provide subsidies 
to an organization that is suspected of having an arsonist setting fires and extinguishing 
the fires themselves.

Organization #1, Japan Christian Women's Kyofukai, has long been an organization 
devoted to political strife rather than women's human rights activities, such as the issue 
of Post-war compensation, including Comfort women issue, the Yasukuni Shrine issue, 
and to oppose to the Japan's imperial system.

Organization #5, "Walk with Kaori Sato" (Mame-Neko Office), has an article on their 
website protesting the arrest and detention of Okinawan extreme-left violent activist by 
the name of Hiroji YAMASHIRO who has committed serial crimes such as attacking 
the U.S. military base by cutting barbed wires, violence against government officials of 
Okinawa Defense Bureau and arrested several times. It is suspected that it is an anti-
social force.　

Organization #7, Kenji UTSUNOMIYA, president of Anti-Poverty Network, is a 
former president of the Japan Federation of Bar Associations, but is also known as a 
leading far-left activist in Japan.
It is common knowledge in Japan that the Japanese leftwing has a high affinity with 
communism and Juche ideology. Another representative, Ms. Chieko AKAISHI who is 
a President of "NPO Single mother's forum" is currently at the core of the Family 
Legislation Council in Japan. According to a report, the deliberative council includes 
content that will allow one parent 
to designate a custodial parent without going through a divorce. By changing the law 
becomes possible to legally by a parent to monopolize and possess a child without even 
kidnapping the child. She is in a part of the government legislature system to change or 
enact a new law as a private citizen.
 However, as she run her own NPO named "Single Mother's Forum," claiming the 
support for single mother, this means increase the number of single mothers benefit her 
and her organization.
 This is again conflict of interests but Japanese government is not aware of the fact or 
ignoring the fact, keep using this person within the legislature of family law.



This makes it much easier to get divorced, and increases the number of children who 
cannot receive the love of their parents, children who suffer from poverty and mental 
illness, and desperate children who are abused by stepfathers and stepmothers. 　

By the way, there are many organizations in Japan that provide support for the homeless 
and the needy, such as Organization#6 “Independent Living Support Center Moyai.”
However, as an example in Japan, there is a rampant evil deed called "KAKOIYA" that 
targets the homeless and the poor.

This KAKOIYA is a corrupt business that forces homeless and other needy people to 
apply for public assistance social security in exchange for providing them with housing 
and food, and then takes most of the public assistance social security payments that are 
provided by Japanese government. It is called “the poverty businesses.”

 For example, the organization lures needy persons with the sweet words, "If you enter 
here, you will receive welfare payments," and places them in an accommodation center, 
where staff members accompany the needy persons to complete the welfare procedures. 
However, because the organization has taken away the bankbook and ATM card in the 
name of the needy person, the needy person cannot receive the full amount of the 
welfare payments. The needy person's bank account is automatically transferred to the 
organization under the name of rent, food, operating expenses, and other utility 
expenses. Therefore, the welfare payment of about 130,000 yen (US$910 as of 
September 12 exchange rate) per month is not directly transferred to the needy person, 
and after various nominal "expenses" are deducted, only US$140 to $210 remains in 
their hands.

　As described above, the reality is that most women's support NPOs and feminist 
organizations in Japan are dens of leftists, communists, and anarchists.
　There is nothing wrong with these organizations of the same address if they are 
working for the well-being of Japan and its people, but they are using public funds to 
carry out activities that do not benefit Japan or its people. They are creating many 
unfortunate children.　　　
　Women's support NPOs, women's shelters, women's support advocates, feminists, and 
divorce lawyers steeped in communist ideology contact one side of a couple, especially 
women, and send them to feminist counseling workshops to brainwash them into 
believing that they are victims of domestic violence and that marriage is slavery for 
women. They then instigate false DV petitions and kidnapping of the biological children 
to ensure custody of the children after the divorce.　

　As a contingency fee, the divorce attorney deducts 10% to a maximum of 30% of the 
child support for a maximum of 18 years.

　Currently, there is a debate in Japan that child support is insufficient or inadequate. If 



divorce lawyers deduct the amount every month, it is natural that it is insufficient, and it 
is no wonder that there are separated parents who are reluctant to pay child support who 
do not feel comfortable with the deductions.
　Communists and anarchists using women's aid as a cover for such activities using the 
Japanese government's budget to benefit from the following;

・By providing guidance to administrative counter counselors, women's consultations 
in the government can be carried out according to their own expectations (in order to 
create interests, any case can be made into DV), and the guidance fee income　
・Income from administrative advisory fees
・Income from lecturers such as administrative study groups
・Income from women's shelters in each region
・Income from divorce lawyers' attorney fees (10-30%, withholding possible for up to 
18 years)

Sudden parental divorce and child support payments are directly linked to child poverty. 
Divorce lawyers instigate minor marital discord and marital conflicts and turn them into 
big problems, so after the divorce, the cohabiting parents speak ill of the separated 
parents to their children and make them hate them. This causes great damage to the 
child's psyche, and as a result, the child may develop "parental alienation syndrome" or 
mental illness such as "depression".

In Japan, there is a theory that the divorce of parents in such a case itself is child abuse. 
Aside from domestic violence and other unavoidable divorce cases, Japanese society 
and the country take it for granted that a third party should intervene to divorce the 
couple and make the children miserable and unfortunate at current system. This is a 
definite violation of Article 24, 1 and 4 of UN-CCPR.　

Japan's gender equality budget is 9.922 trillion yen annually, of which 1.5 billion yen is 
for women. It can be fully inferred that the huge budget is used for their political 
struggle funds at a large rate.　
It is very unforgivable that communists and anarchists use Japan's budget and prey on 
the happiness of women and children while claiming to save women.

　Therefore, we request that CCPR issue the following recommendations to the 
Japanese government

　(1) The budget for women's support should be given to public institutions, not to 
private organizations.

　(2) The institutions that receive budgets for women's support should submit regular 
income and expenditure reports.



　(3) Whenever domestic violence (DV) is reported or suspected, the police must 
intervene and investigate both false DV (child abduction) and genuine DV (child 
abduction). 

  (4) Whenever domestic violence (DV) case is reported or suspected, the police should 
intervene to prevent the abduction of the biological child by separating false DV 
(abduction of the biological child) from genuine DV (legitimate emergency evacuation).　
 In order to eliminate false DV and protect real DV victims, the police force should be 
fully funded, the number of female police officers should be increased, and a special 
section for DV investigation should be created.





- End of Statement -


